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We prove an extended convexity for quantum Fisher information of a mixed state with a given convex de-
composition. This convexity introduces a bound which has two parts: i. classical part associated to the Fisher
information of the probability distribution of the states contributing to the decomposition, and ii. quantum
part given by the average quantum Fisher information of the states in this decomposition. Next we use a non-
Hermitian extension of symmetric logarithmic derivative in order to obtain another upper bound on quantum
Fisher information, which enables to derive a closed form for a fairly general class of system dynamics given
by a dynamical semigroup. We combine our two upper bounds together in a general (open system) metrol-
ogy framework where the dynamics is described by a quantum channel, and derive the ultimate precision limit
for quantum metrology. We illustrate our results and their applications through two examples, where we also
demonstrate that how the extended convexity allows to track transition between quantum and classical behaviors
for an estimation precision.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.67.Lx, 06.20.Dk
Introduction.—Advent of ultra-precise quantum technolo-
gies in recent years has spurred the need for devising metro-
logical protocols with the highest sensitivity allowed by laws
of physics. Quantum metrology [1] investigates fundamental
limits on the estimation error through the quantum Cra´mer-
Rao bound [2–4]. Without using quantum resources, the very
central limit theorem indicates that parameter estimation error
is bounded by the “shot-noise limit” [5]; however, employ-
ing quantum resources, such as quantum correlations between
probes [6–8], allows for scaling of the error to beat the shot-
noise limit and reach the more favorable “Heisenberg (or sub-
shot-noise) limit” [9]—and perhaps beyond [10]. This feature
of quantum metrology has been realized experimentally [11].
In realistic systems, interaction with environment is in-
evitable. Since quantum procedures are susceptible to noise,
formulation of a framework for noisy/dissipative quantum
metrology is required [12]. Recently, some attempts have
been made toward proposing systematic analysis of open-
system quantum metrology [13], where some purification for
density matrices has been used [14–16]. Some other methods
based on different approaches such as using right/left loga-
rithmic derivative [17] and the channel extension idea [18, 19]
have also been proposed.
Exact calculation of quantum Fisher information (QFI) in
general is difficult since it needs diagonalization of the sys-
tem density matrix, which appears through the key quantity
of symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD). Besides, it is also
not straightforward (except when the dynamics is unitary) to
recognize from the exact form of QFI the role of underlying
physical properties of the system of interest in when scaling
of the estimation error behaves classically or quantum me-
chanically. Given these difficulties, resorting to upper bounds
on QFI can be beneficial both theoretically and practically
[7, 14, 16, 18, 19]. In deriving such bounds, different prop-
erties of QFI may prove useful. Convexity is an appealing
property, which unfortunately does not hold for QFI in gen-
eral [20, 21]. Notwithstanding, here we derive an extended
convexity relation for QFI, which obviously gives rise to an
upper bound on QFI. We remind that every quantum state can
be written (in infinite ways) as a convex decomposition of
states which prepare the very state when mixed according to a
given probability distribution. Having such a decomposition,
we show that the upper bound contains “classical” and “quan-
tum” parts. The classical part is the Fisher information asso-
ciated to the (classical) probability distribution of the mixture,
and the quantum part is related to the weighted average of the
QFI of the constituting states of the mixture. This result is
completely general and always holds—unlike some earlier re-
sults in the literature [19, 20]. Additionally, we show that how
having such a classical-quantum picture for QFI enables us
to find when a quantum metrology scenario exhibits either of
classical (shot-noise) or quantum (Heisenberg) regimes.
We also employ an extension of SLD which is non-
Hermitian (hereafter, nSLD), and define an extended QFI
which is shown to upperbound QFI. This nSLD has this ex-
tra utility that for dynamics with a semigroup property [], its
associated (extended) QFI is directly related to the quantum
jump operators of the dynamics. In addition, we show that this
extended QFI (irrespective of the underlying dynamics) for a
density matrix is the same as the Uhlmann metric, obtained
earlier in the context of geometry of a state [2, 23]. This en-
dows a geometric picture to nSLD. Our nSLD concept also
allows to supplement the extended convexity property for the
case of a general open quantum dynamics given by a quantum
channel. Interestingly, by putting the concepts of the extended
convexity and nSLD together, we recover the exact QFI for an
open system [14], whence the ultimate precision for estima-
tion of a parameter of an open system. We illustrate utility of
our results through two important examples.
Extended convexity of QFI.—We first briefly remind Fisher
information and its role in metrology. In estimation of a pa-
rameter x of a classical system, the estimation error δx is
lowerbounded by the inverse square of the classical Fisher in-
formation [24]
F (C)x ({p}) =
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
∂xp(x
′|x))2/p(x′|x), (1)
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2where p(x′|x) is the probability distribution of obtaining value
x′ (in a measurement) given the exact value of the unknown
parameter is x, and Dx′ is the domain of all admissible x′.
In quantum systems, measurements are described by a set of
positive operators {Πx′}which has the completeness property∫
Dx′
dx′Πx′ = 1 . If %τ (x) (hereafter sometimes % or %(x), to
lighten the notation) denotes the state of system at time τ , we
have p(x′|x) = Tr[%τ (x)Πx′ ]. In quantum metrology a key
quantity is SLD, which is a Hermitian operator L% satisfying
∂x% = (L%%+ %L%)/2. (2)
Optimizing over all set of measurements yields the QFI
F (Q)x (%) = Tr[%L2%], (3)
whereby the quantum Cra´mer-Rao bound δx 6
(
F (Q)x
)−1/2
gives the achievable minimum estimation error [1, 4].
A quantum state % can be written as a mixture (i.e., con-
vex superposition) of some quantum states {%a} with some
probabilities {pa} as % =
∑
a pa%a. Now we show that QFI
possesses an extended convexity property as follows:
F (Q)x (
∑
apa%a) 6
∑
apaF
(Q)
x (%a) + F (C)x ({pa}). (4)
The sketch of the proof is as follows—see Ref. [26] for details.
We start by differentiating % =
∑
a pa%a where we use the
following relation:
∂x(pa%a) = (Lapa%a + pa%aLa)/2, (5)
with La = L%a + (∂xpa)/pa. The rest of the proof is straight-
forward by following the same steps as in the derivation of
QFI [1]. This yields the upper bound
∑
apaTr[%aL
2
a] for QFI,
which reproduces the right-hand side of Eq. (4)—named for
future reference as F (Q)conv—after replacing La.
Several remarks are in order here. i. From Eq. (4) it should
be evident that the very classical term F (C)x ({pa}) obstructs
the convexity to hold in general—whence “extended” convex-
ity. This term, however, vanishes when the mixing probabili-
ties pa do not depend on x. Such a special case occurs when
%0 (assumed independent of x) evolves unitarily under an x-
dependent Hamiltonian, e.g., xH . Here, one can see that
F (Q)conv =
∑
apaF (Q)(%a) = 4τ2
∑
apa∆
2
aH, (6)
where
∑
a pa%a is the spectral decomposition of %, and
∆2aH = 〈(H − 〈H〉%a)2〉%a [with 〈◦〉ζ ≡ Tr[ζ◦]] is the vari-
ance/uncertainty of H with respect to %a [20, 21]. Another
case in which the classical term vanishes is when one uses the
uniform ensemble decomposition for a state—such decompo-
sition for any state indeed always exists (irrespective of its
dynamics) [23, 27]. ii. For a state whose x-dependence is gen-
erated through a “classically simulatable” quantum channels,
i.e., %(x) = Cx[%0], where Cx[◦] =
∑
a pa(x)Aa ◦ A†a (with
some x-independentAas), the only nonvanishing contribution
to Eq. (4) is classical [19]. Nonetheless, not all channels can
be simulated classically. iii. The classical part in Eq. (4) scales
with the number of probes N as O(N) [shot-noise], but the
quantum part can scale beyond as O(N2) [Heisenberg]. The
extended convexity relation allows to see when the estimation
error scales classically or quantum mechanically, and more-
over when there is a transition in this behavior. This is a pos-
sibility mostly absent before having the extended convexity
property. We discuss this later through a specific example.
iv. To obtain the tightest upper bound, we should perform a
minimization over all ensemble decompositions of %, namely
min{pa,%a}F
(Q)
conv. In the following we employ the concept
of nSLD and prove that this minimization indeed leads to the
very exact QFI of the open system.
Upper bound on QFI using an nSLD.—As we discussed
earlier, the standard framework of quantum metrology re-
lies on the concept of SLD, the Hermitian operator L% of
Eq. (2). However, non-Hermitian “right” and “left” logarith-
mic derivatives have also been used in the literature to con-
struct upper bounds on QFI [3, 28]. In contrast, here we
introduce a non-Hermitian symmetric logarithmic derivative
(whence nSLD), which is also used to obtain an upper bound
on QFI. Our specific motivation to employ nSLD is that a non-
Hermitian candidate (D%) for SLD for time as a parameter can
be simply read from the Lindblad dynamical equation of an
open quantum system [29]
∂τ% = (D%%+ %D
†
%)/2, (7)
where D% = −2ix0H −
∑
a xa(Γ
†
aΓa − Γa%Γ†a%−1), x0H
is the (Lamb-shift modified) system Hamiltonian, and {Γa}
are quantum jump operators encapsulating together with the
time-independent parameters {xa}ka=1 the effect of environ-
ment. Note that we have set throughout ~ ≡ 1. For simplicity
we have assumed that % is invertible; however, this condition
can be lifted [30], and the extension of our results is straight-
forward. Inspired by Eq. (7), we define the nSLD L˜% through
∂x% = (L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%)/2. (8)
Following the similar procedure as to obtain QFI from classi-
cal Fisher information—now with the nSLD L˜%—yields [26]
F (Q)x (%) 6 Tr[L˜%%L˜†%], (9)
where—for future reference—we call the right-hand side the
“extended QFI” F (Q)ext . It is evident that when L˜% is Her-
mitian, the inequality becomes equality because L˜% = L%
[Eq. (3)]. Although with an nSLD the bound might not be
achievable in some cases, it yet imposes an intrinsic quantum
lower bound on the estimation error, independent of measure-
ment, which in some cases is more feasible to calculate. It
is evident that the nSLD is not unique; any operator O for
which O% + %O† = 0 can be added to L˜%). Thus unlike QFI
(3), which is invariant with respect to freedom in the Hermi-
tian SLD L%, F (Q)ext depends on the choice of nSLD. Thus
one can minimize over nSLDs in order to obtain a tighter up-
per bound. We show in Ref. [26] that this minimization has
3indeed a natural geometric interpretation (which can relate
quantum metrology to concepts such as geometric phase [2]).
Any state can be decomposed (or purified) as % = ww†, with
w =
√
% U with an arbitrary unitary U , which in turn induces
a metric for curves of density matrices based on the scalar
product 〈w1,w2〉 = Tr[w2w†1]. Minimizing length of a dy-
namical curve %0 7→ %(x)—finding the “geodesic”—leads to
a “parallel transport condition.” Requesting the same geodesic
condition here as well implies that nSLD reduces to (the Her-
mitian) SLD (2). The utility of the extended QFI and nSLD
will be illustrated below where we use them to enhance the
implications of the extended convexity property for general
quantum dynamical systems.
QFI for a general dynamical quantum channels.—A quan-
tum state %0 passing through a (parameter-dependent) quan-
tum channel Ex evolves as
%(x) = Ex[%0] =
∑
aAa(x)%0A
†
a(x), (10)
given by a set of Kraus operators {Aa} (which are not unique)
[29]. This (trace-preserving) completely-positive map de-
scribes the general class of (open) quantum evolutions. This
form immediately implies a possible ensemble decomposition
with pa = Tr[Aa%0A†a] and %a = Aa%0A
†
a/Tr[Aa%0A
†
a].
Now we apply the extended convexity bound (4) in which—
bearing in mind Eq. (9) for the extended QFI—we replace on
the right-hand side F (Q)x (%a) with F (Q)ext,x(%a). It is straight-
forward to see that if in the proof of Eq. (4) we use an
nSLD (L˜a) rather than SLD (La), the final result changes to∑
a paTr[L˜a%L˜
†
a]. From
(L˜aAa%0A
†
a +Aa%0A
†
aL˜
†
a)/2 = ∂x(Aa%0A
†
a), (11)
one can read a compatible nSLD defined through L˜aAa =
2∂xAa+ iηAa, in which η is an arbitrary real constant. Hence
F (Q)conv,x =
∑
a4(〈∂xA†a∂xAa〉%0 − iη〈A†a∂xAa〉%0) + η2,
(12)
where we have employed the trace-preserving property∑
aA
†
aAa = 1 . Minimization of Eq. (12) over η yields
F (Q)conv,x = 4
(
〈H1〉%0 − 〈H2〉2%0
)
, where H1 =
∑
a∂xA
†
a∂xAa
and H2 = i
∑
aA
†
a∂xAa. Additionally, we still have the free-
dom to minimize over all compatible convex decomposition of
%. This minimization here translates to minimization over all
Kraus operators Aa compatible with the dynamics Ex. Thus
the tightest bound is obtained as
F (Q)x (%) 6 4 min{Aa}
(
〈H1〉%0 − 〈H2〉2%0
)
. (13)
In fact, this is an equality, because this bound has been already
proved in Ref. [14]—albeit through a different approach—to
be the very QFI F (Q)x (%). This fact proves in an indirect
manner that our combined convexity-nSLD approach gener-
ates the exact (hence obviously achievable) QFI.
In addition to this appealing feature of our framework, in
the following we discuss two other applications of our results,
which further enhance the utility of the framework.
Extended convexity and quantum-to-classical transition.—
As remarked earlier, the extended convexity relation (4) di-
vides the upper bound on QFI into classical and quantum
parts. This is a physically appealing feature in that this divi-
sion enables to discern how classical and quantum parts com-
pete in QFI (whence in the metrology precision). As a re-
sult, one may infer when there can exist a threshold number
of probes N? below which the error can show a Heisenberg-
like scaling, while above that the error eventually reduces to
the shot-noise limit (as predicted in Ref. [19]). Addition-
ally, this helps determine for probe sizes lager than a spe-
cific threshold value N?, using quantum resources (e.g., en-
tanglement) to enhance estimation is ineffective—since one
may reach the same estimation error exactly through classi-
cal schemes with an approximately equal probe size. Another
immediate special result of our extended convexity property,
as discussed in a remark after Eq. (4), is that for the spe-
cial class of classically-simulatable quantum channels QFI is
always bounded linearly, hence associated estimation errors
scale classically (i.e., shot-noise limit) [19]. The following
example illustrates further how a quantum-to-classical transi-
tion in noisy/open quantum metrology can be identified.
Example 1.—Consider a dephasing quantum chan-
nel with Kraus operators A1 = (
√
q cos[αx] +
i
√
1− q sin[αx]σz)eixτσz/2 and A2 = (i√q sin[αx] +√
1− q cos[αx]σz)eixτσz/2, where σz = diag(1 − 1)
is a Pauli matrix, α ∈ R is arbitrary, 0 6 q 6 1 char-
acterizes the amount of loss (note that q can in general
depend on τ ), and x is the parameter to be estimated. If
we assume N initial probes each of which evolving through
a separate dephasing channel, one can see that the states
%a1,··· ,aN = Aa1 · · ·AaN%0A†a1 · · ·A†aN /pa1,··· ,aN and the
probabilities pa1,··· ,aN = Tr[Aa1 · · ·AaN%0A†a1 · · ·A†aN ]
constitute a mixture, where an ∈ {1, 2} indicates the
nth probe. By choosing %0 = |GHZN 〉〈GHZN |, where
|GHZN 〉 = (|0〉⊗N + |1〉⊗N )/
√
2 , Eq. (4) gives F (Q)conv =
c1(α, q, τ)N+c2(α, q, τ)N
2, where c1 = 4α2
(
1−4q(1−q)))
and c2 = τ2+8τα
√
q(1− q) +16α2q(1−q). From this rela-
tion, if α and q do not depend onN , one can find the threshold
size as N? = c1/c2. However, in finding the optimal F (Q)conv
(with respect to the arbitrary parameter α), an N -dependent
αopt = −(N
√
q(1− q) τ)/(1 + 4q(N − 1)(1 − q)) arises.
Choosing N? = (c1/c2)|αopt = (1 − 2q)2/[4q(1 − q)]
still works for this case, since it is evident that
c1 ≈ (1 − 2p)2τ2/[16p(1 − p)] and c2 ≈ 0 when N  N?,
and c1 ≈ 0 and c2 ≈ (1 − 2p)4τ2 when N  N?. Figure 1
depicts this quantum-to-classical transition. Note that we
have not optimized over all compatible Kraus operators,
whereby our obtained upper bound here does not necessarily
follow the exact QFI. In fact, one can show that here the
exact QFI vanishes exponentially with N and τ [16, 31].
If we perform an exhaustive search and optimization over
a larger class of Kraus operators, we expect to capture this
exponential reduction of the QFI through our formalism too.
Extended QFI for Lindbladian evolutions.—Suppose that
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FIG. 1. The optimal lower bound of the error 1/
√
F (Q)conv
(solid-black) and its approximations c−1/22 /N [dashed-red] and
c
−1/2
1 /
√
N [dashed-blue] forN  N? andN  N?, respectively.
Here q = 0.995, τ = 1, and x = 1, which yield N? ≈ 50, agree-
ing also with the plot [the light blue area]. The inset compares our
bound 1/
√
F (Q)conv [dashed-red] with the exact value of 1/
√
F (Q)
[solid-black], which again both agree well up to N ≈ 65.
the dynamics of an open quantum system has the dynami-
cal semigroup property, which has been proven to give rise
to the Lindbladian master equation (7), where the parameter
to be estimated is in {x0, xa}ka=1. We can replace H with
H−〈H〉% in the dynamical equation with no adverse effect. In
the case that all the operators of the set {H,Γa}ka=1 commute
with each other (as in the dephasing dynamics of example 2
below), one can obtain
∂x0% = −iτ [H − 〈H〉%, %], (14)
∂xa% = τ(Γa%Γ
†
a −
1
2
{Γ†aΓa, %}). (15)
When % is invertible [30], straightforward calculations yield
L0 = −2iτ(H − 〈H〉%), (16)
La = τ(Γa%Γ
†
a%
−1 − Γ†aΓa), (17)
as possible choices of the nSLD in the estimation of x0 and
xas [30], respectively. For estimating x0 Eq. (16) gives
F (Q)ext,x0 = 4τ
2∆2%H. (18)
This relation shows that, when estimating the Hamiltonian
coupling, the effect of the interaction with environment is en-
capsulated indirectly only through % in the variance of the
Hamiltonian. When the system evolves unitarily the result is
the same as Eq. (18) with % replaced with %0. This result is in
complete agreement with the known bound on the QFI [4].
For the estimation of a jump rate xa, when Γa commutes
with {H,Γb}b 6=a, from Eq. (17) we obtain
F (Q)ext,xa = τ
2
(
〈(Γ†aΓa)2〉% − 2〈Γ†
2
a Γ
2
a〉% + Tr[%−1(Γa%Γ†a)2]
)
.
(19)
Since this relation exhibits a direct dependence on the dynam-
ical properties of the system, it can be useful in studying the
role of various features of the open system in the precision of
a metrology scenario. Additionally, Eq. (19) may hint which
initial quantum state is more suitable—giving a lower estima-
tion error. The following example also shows that our frame-
work can give exact or close-to-exact results.
Example 2: Quantum dephasing channel.—Consider a de-
phasing quantum channel defined as ∂τ% = x1(σz%σz −
%)/2. Thus ∂x1% = (τ/2)(σz%σz − %). For a sep-
arable scenario with the initial state %0 = (|+〉〈+|)⊗N
[where |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 ], Eq. (19) yields F (Q)ext,x1 =
Nτ2e−2τx1/(1 − e−2τx1), which is significantly close to
the exact value F (Q)x1 = Nτ2e−2τx [31]. If we choose
the entangled %0 = |GHZN 〉〈GHZN |, we get F (Q)ext,x1 =
N2τ2e−2Nτx/(1− e−2Nτx), in comparison with the slightly
different exact QFI F (Q)x1 = N2τ2e−2Nτx.
Summary and outlook.—Here we have proved an extended
convexity property for quantum Fisher information. This
property implies that quantum Fisher information of a mixture
(convex decomposition) comprising of quantum states with
some probabilities is bounded by average quantum Fisher in-
formation of constituent states plus classical Fisher informa-
tion attributed to the mixing probabilities. This division of
quantum Fisher information to quantum and classical parts
has been shown to have physically interesting and important
consequences. For example, we supplemented this convexity
property with a notion of non-Hermitian symmetric logarith-
mic derivative to prove that our convexity relation gives rise to
exact value of quantum Fisher information in a general open-
system/noisy quantum metrology. The non-Hermitian exten-
sion has also been shown to have several appealing physical
implications on its own. This concept has enabled us to derive
general, closed (and simple) upper bounds on quantum Fisher
information for open-system scenarios with Lindbladian (or
dynamical semigroup) dynamics. An interesting and practi-
cally relevant feature of such bounds is that they clearly relate
dynamics to the expected precision of an associated quantum
metrology scenario. We have also demonstrated that these
bounds are exact or close-to-exact in some important physi-
cal systems, and have an intuitive geometrical interpretation.
Another opening that our extended convexity property has
made possible is to track how in a quantum metrology sce-
nario precision exhibits a classical (shot-noise) or quantum
(sub-shot-noise or Heisenberg) behavior. In particular, we
have shown that as the number of probes increases, a com-
petition between classical and quantum parts of Fisher infor-
mation could determine whether and when (in terms of probe
size) to expect either of classical or quantum regimes. It is
evident that this possibility can have numerous implications
for classical/quantum control and for optimizing a metrology
scenario for high-precision advanced technologies in physical
(and even biological) systems [11].
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6Supplemental Material
I. The proof that F (Q)conv is an upper bound on the QFI of a
mixture given by % =
∑
a pa%a
The Fisher information of a probabilistic classical system is
given by
F (C)x ({p}) =
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
∂xp(x
′|x)√
p(x′|x)
)2
, (20)
where p(x′|x) is the conditional probability of obtaining x′
given that x is the true value of the parameter to be estimated.
The quantum version of Fisher information, is derived by in-
serting p(x′|x) = Tr[Πx′%] into Eq. (20), where {Πx′} is a
set of measurement operators. To prove that F (Q)conv, given in
Eq. (2) [or equivalently Eq. (4)] of the main text, is an upper
bound on the QFI, we differentiate % =
∑
a pa%a through the
relation
(La%˜a + %˜aLa)/2 = ∂x%˜a, (21)
in which %˜a = pa%a. Thus, it is obtained that ∂x% =∑
a(La%˜a + %˜aLa)/2. Using this relation in ∂xp(x
′|x) =
Tr[Πx′∂x%], one obtains from Eq. (20) that
F (C)x =
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
Re
∑
aTr[Πx′La%˜a]√
Tr[Πx′%]
)2
6
∫
Dx′
dx′
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
aTr[Πx′La%˜a]√
Tr[Πx′%]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
triangle inequality
6
∫
Dx′
dx′
∑
a
∣∣∣∣∣Tr[Πx′La%˜a]√Tr[Πx′%]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
6
∫
Dx′
dx′
∑
a
Tr[Πx′ %˜a]
Tr[Πx′%]
Tr[Πx′La%˜aLa].
(22)
To find an upper bound independent of the measurement, we
employ the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, whereby
F (C)x 6
∫
Dx′
dx′
√∑
a p
2
aTr[Πx′%a]
2
Tr[Πx′%]2
√∑
a
p2aTr[Πx′La%aLa]2 .
(23)
Since the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (23) is evi-
dently 6 1, thus
F (C)x 6
∫
Dx′
dx′
∑
a
√
p2aTr [Πx′La%aLa]
2
=
∑
a
paTr[%aL
2
a]. (24)
From Eq. (21) one can simply find that La = ∂xpa/pa +L%a .
Inserting this relation into the above equation yields
F (C)x 6 F (C)x ({pa}) +
∑
a
paF (Q)x (%a) =: F (Q)conv. (25)
Remark 1.—Here we show that any upper bound Bx on the
classical Fisher information which is independent of the cho-
sen family of measurement operators P = {Πx′} is an upper
bound on the QFI too.
Proof.—To prove this statement, we note that the classi-
cal Fisher information not only depends on x, but also de-
pends on the chosen family of measurement operators P =
{Πx′} [Eq. (31)]. Here we indicate this dependence explicitly
through the notation F (C)x (P ). Thus, for any P
F (C)x (P ) 6 Bx, (26)
in which Bx does not depend on P . Moreover, since by defi-
nition [1]
F (C)x (P ) 6 maxP F
(C)
x (P ) =: F (Q)x , (27)
it is obvious from Eq. (26) that
max
P
F (C)x (P ) = F (Q)x 6 Bx. (28)

Replacing Bx with F (Q)conv,x, one reaches Eq. (2) of the main
text, i.e.,
F (Q)x 6 F (Q)conv,x. (29)
II. The proof that F (Q)ext is an upper bound on QFI
Using the definition of the nSLD L˜% as an operator satisfy-
ing the relation
∂x% = (L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%)/2, (30)
and inserting ∂x% from Eq. (30) and p(x′|x) = Tr[Πx′%] into
Eq. (20), one obtains
F (C)x =
1
4
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
Tr[Πx′L˜%%] + Tr[Πx′%L˜
†
%]√
Tr[Πx′%]
)2
. (31)
Since
Tr[Πx′L˜%%]
∗ = Tr[Πx′%L˜†%],
the Fisher information of Eq. (31) can be rewritten as
F (C)x =
1
2
∫
Dx′
dx′
∣∣∣∣∣Tr[Πx′L˜%%]√Tr[Πx′%]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
(R 2 − I 2)
Tr[Πx′%]
 ,(32)
where by R and I we mean, respectively, Re(Tr[Πx′L˜%%]
and Im(Tr[Πx′L˜%%]. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
for the two operators
√
Πx′ L˜%
√
%(x′) and
√
%x′
√
Πx′ , in
the first term, it is found that
F (C)x 6
1
2
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
Tr[Πx′L˜%%L˜
†
%] +
(R 2 − I 2)
Tr[Πx′%]
)
=
1
2
Tr[L˜%%L˜
†
%] +
1
2
∫
Dx′
dx′
(R 2 − I 2)
Tr[Πx′%]
, (33)
7where we have used
∫
Dx′
dx′Πx′ = 1 . To find an upper bound
independent of the measurement, one can use the following
inequality:
(R 2 − I 2)
Tr[Πx′%]
6 (R
2 + I 2)
Tr[Πx′%]
=
∣∣∣∣∣Tr[Πx′L˜%%]√Tr[Πx′%]
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (34)
and then
F (C)x 6 Tr[L˜%%L˜†%] =: F
(Q)
ext,x. (35)
This relation, in which the left-hand side depends on the
chosen measurements, is valid for any set of POVMs, in par-
ticular the one that maximizes the left hand side to make it
equal to the QFI. Hence,
F (Q)x 6 F
(Q)
ext,x. (36)
For a detailed reasoning, see the remark in Sec. . We also
prove Eq. (36) in the next section through another approach
by directly minimizing the extended QFI.
III. Minimization of the extended QFI
Here we show that minimization of F (Q)ext over different
choices of the nSLD has a geometric interpretation as the
“Uhlmann parallel transport condition,” which leads to the
QFI as the minimum of the extended QFI.
Any quantum state % can be decomposed as % = ww†,
where w =
√
% U , with U an arbitrary (x-dependent) unitary
operator. Thus, we have ∂x% = (∂xw)w† + w(∂xw†). Com-
paring this relation with Eq. (8) in the main text shows that a
consistent choice for an nSLD is
L˜% = 2(∂xw)w−1. (37)
Hence, for every quantum state, the extended QFI becomes
F (Q)ext,x = 4 Tr[(∂xw)(∂xw†)]. (38)
This form is reminiscent (except the prefactor 4) of the very
Uhlmann metric [2], which has been shown to be minimized
when the following parallel transport condition
w†∂xw = (∂xw†)w (39)
is satisfied. If we rewrite this equation in terms of the nSLD
of Eq. (37), it is obtained that the parallel transport condition
leads to the Hermiticity of the nSLD,
w†∂xw =
(
∂xw†
)
w
w†
(
∂xw
)
w−1 = ∂xw†(
∂xw
)
w−1 = w†
−1
∂xw†
2
(
∂xw
)
w−1 = 2[
(
∂xw
)
w−1]†
L˜% = L˜
†
%. (40)
Thus, when the parallel transport condition is satisfied, the
extended QFI is equivalent to the QFI.
Equation (38) is not U -invariant, i.e., choosing different pu-
rifications with a parameter-dependent unitary leads to differ-
ent values for F (Q)ext as
F (Q)ext,x = 4 Tr[(∂x
√
% )2 + ∂xU
†%∂xU)]. (41)
The minimum upper bound for the QFI is obtained when U
is the unitary satisfying the parallel transport condition. As a
special case, if an x-independent U is chosen, we obtain
F (Q)ext,x = 4 Tr[(∂x
√
% )2]. (42)
Using this simplified relation for a pure state % = |ψ〉〈ψ|,
since
√
% = %, the following simplification emerges:
F (Q)ext,x = 8
(
〈∂xψ|∂xψ〉 − |〈∂xψ|ψ〉|2
)
, (43)
which is twice QFI (F (Q)x ). For the case of a mixed quan-
tum state % which evolves with the Hamiltonian xH , we
have ∂x
√
% = −iτ [H,√% ], thus Eq. (42) yields F (Q)ext,x =
−4τ2 Tr [[H,√% ]2], which is 8τ2 times the skew informa-
tion [3].
Remark 2.—It should be noted that Eq. (42) is another natu-
ral quantization of the classical Fisher information which will
be proved in the next section.
IV. Natural quantizations of the classical Fisher information as
upper bounds on the QFI
• If one rewrites the classical Eq. (3) as F (C)x =
4
∫
Dx′
dx′
(
∂x
√
p(x′|x)
)2
, and next replaces p(x′|x)
with % and the integration over x′ with trace, a quan-
tization of the classical Fisher information as Eq. (17)
is obtained. In fact, this is the very approach through
which the quantity defined in Eq. (7) had already been
appeared in the literature [3], but without noting that
this quantity is an upper bound on the QFI.
• Writing Eq. (3) as F (C)x =∫
Dx′
dx′(∂xp(x′|x))2/p(x′|x) and then, the same
as above, replacing p(x′|x) with % and the integra-
tion over x′ with trace, another natural quantization
of the classical Fisher information is obtained as
Tr[%−1 (∂x%)
2
].
Proof. Since Tr[Πx′(L˜%% + %L˜†%)] =
Tr[Πx′%(%
−1L˜%% + L˜†%)]. Following Eq. (31) and
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is found that
8F (C)x =
1
4
∫
Dx′
dx′
∣∣∣Tr[ √Πx′ √%√
Tr[Πx′%]
√
%
(
%−1L˜%%+ L˜†%
)√
Πx′
]∣∣∣2
6 1
4
∫
Dx′
dx′Tr[%
(
%−1L˜%%+ L˜†%
)
Πx′
(
%L˜†%%
−1 + L˜%
)
]
=
1
4
Tr
[
%
(
%−1L˜%%+ L˜†%
)(
%L˜†%%
−1 + L˜%
)]
=
1
4
Tr
[
L˜%%
2L˜†%%
−1 + L˜%%L˜% + L˜†%%L˜
†
% + L˜%%L˜
†
%
]
=
1
4
Tr
[
(%−1L˜%%+ L˜†%)%L˜
†
% + L˜%
(
L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%
)]
=
1
4
Tr
[
%L˜†%%
−1(L˜%%+ %L˜†%) + L˜%
(
L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%
)]
=
1
4
Tr
[(
%L˜†%%
−1 + L˜%
)(
L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%
)]
=
1
4
Tr
[(
%L˜†% + L˜%%
)
%−1
(
L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%
)]
=
1
4
Tr
[
%−1
(
L˜%%+ %L˜
†
%
)2]
= Tr
[
%−1(∂x%)2
]
. (44)
The bound is saturated if {Πx′} is chosen such that
√
%
√
Πx′
Tr[Πx′%]
=
√
% (%−1L˜%%+ L˜†%)
√
Πx′
Tr[%(%−1L˜%%+ L˜
†
%)Πx′ ]
,
(45)
which in turn is satisfied by choosing the eigenvectors
of %−1L˜%% + L˜†% as {Πx′}. However, since %−1L˜%% +
L˜†% is not necessarily Hermitian, its eigenvectors do not
provide a complete set for measurement operators. As
a result, the bound is not necessarily achievable.
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